
LATEST TOURISM RECOVERY RESEARCH

Forecasted Recovery of Alberta’s Visitor Economy
 
Travel Alberta has been working with Tourism Economics throughout the
pandemic to develop and update forecasted tourism expenditures to 2030. The
latest report, completed in October, finds that tourism spending is expected to
return to 2019 levels in 2024 – right on track with the goal outlined in Travel
Alberta’s Bootstrap business plan. Read the full report here.
 
Market Insights
 
We are regularly compiling and tracking information on pre-pandemic source
markets to understand how visitors from different markets are returning to
travel. See updated market information for the U.K. and Germany.
 

REP AND TRAVEL UPDATES

Restrictions Exemption Program Info
 
There have been several changes to Alberta's Restrictions Exemption Program
(REP) recently, including newly available grant funding and safety training, as
well as new exceptions and in-scope operators. Find the latest information
about the REP by visiting our Industry Hub.
 
New Travel Measures
 
The Government of Canada has announced additional travel measures to slow
the spread of the COVID-19 Omicron variant, including testing and quarantine
requirements. For full details, read the news release here.
 

20X2: 20 QUESTIONS IN 2 MINUTES WITH TELUS SPARK'S
CEO

What are three words that describe living in Alberta? "Inspiring, energetic,
unfettered," according to Mary Anne Moser, CEO of TELUS Spark Science
Centre.
 
Spend a couple minutes with Mary Anne as she talks about her best travel tips,
favourite Alberta tourism experiences, what excites her most about the future
of tourism, and more.

WATCH

DESTINATION PROMOTION NEWS

Alberta One of the Best Places to Go in 2022
 
From our turquoise lakes and snow-capped mountains to unique Indigenous
experiences, international visitors have their eyes on Alberta as they return to
travel. Alberta has been named one of Condé Nast Traveler’s Best Places to
Go in 2022! Read the story.
 
Also, Métis Crossing near Smoky Lake, Alberta, is the only Canadian
destination to make AFAR’s Where to Go in 2022 list. Read more.
 

GET YOUR HOLIDAY IMAGES FROM TRAVEL ALBERTA’S
MULTIMEDIA LIBRARY

Looking for holiday images to use in your marketing and communications
campaigns? Visit our Multimedia Library to find assets showcasing a host of
enchanting experiences and cozy winter landscapes here in Alberta.

LEARN MORE

INDUSTRY VIEWPOINT: TRAVEL ALBERTA WINTER
CAMPAIGN

“Kudos to [Travel Alberta] for developing such a strong U.S. campaign! We've
seen a 20% increase in brand term queries (e.g. travel to Calgary) on Google
in the U.S. between October and November, which can be directly attributed to
the Travel Alberta Winter is Deeper Campaign launching. This shows great
alignment, as Travel Alberta drives broad destination awareness, and we
convert with paid search.” – Tourism Calgary
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